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Abstract 
Political parties in developed democracies have undergone deep inner transformation 
processes brought about by changes in voting behaviour of their electorates, 
fragmentation of media landscape, and technological revolution. Such changes have 
caused that the topic of political party transformation has become a central focus of 
current political science research. However, only a few works have addressed specific 
aspects of these far-reaching transformations, that is the process of modernisation 
and professionalization of political campaigns. Specifically, the recent research on 
professionalization of electoral campaigns has focused primarily on measurement of 
the index of professionalization, which is suitable for comparative research. Yet deep 
understanding of the process itself has been still absent, and therefore, this research 
paper aspires to cover this gap. Main goal of this paper is to offer a roadmap for analysis 
of professionalization of electoral campaigns with focus on qualitative studies. It 
represents a causal mechanism of professionalization of electoral campaigns, including 
the identification of internal and external factors and possible framework conditions 
that contribute to it (i.e. professionalization), through the process of tracing method 
(i.e. the causal mechanism is built on the basis of the process tracing method). Here, 
external factors are defined as environmental conditions, which include declining voter 
turnout, declining party identification, increasing electoral volatility, and declining 
interest in political party membership. Although their effect is considered a long-
term one, the causal mechanism assumes their influence on the triggering of other 
processes: external shock (electoral win or loss) and internal shock (change of leader). 
In the next part of the causal mechanism, subsequent internal processes are expected 
in the form of changes to the primary goal and organizational structure of parties. 
Unlike previously published works on this topic, this paper suggests that not only the 
specific internal and external factors or amount of invested financial resources affect 
the degree of professionalization, but also the party’s market orientation and the level 
of its internal discipline.
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INTRODUCTION 

Research on the professionalization of political campaigns is conducted 
upon a general consensus among the authors on the completely vital role 
of hired experts in the field of data processing, PR and media. Various 
theoretical and empirical studies define variables that can contribute to 
the professionalization of campaigns. Gibson and Römmele (2009) in their 
study introduced a causal model, which is based on the assumption that the 
research of professionalization requires consider specific party variables, 
not just changes undergone at the system level. Subsequently, their work 
was followed by Strömbäck (2009) and Tenscher with Mykkänen (2014). 
Approach of these authors is based on the theory of party change by Harmel 
and Janda (1994), who argue that changes in behaviour of political parties 
are a combination of external shocks caused by the environment and 
internal shocks that take place within political parties and can take a wide 
range of forms. Although these are studies of an earlier date of publication, 
we feel the need to develop them with the recent knowledge. So far, in 
the research of the professionalization of campaigns, understanding of 
the processes that take place within political parties due to external and 
internal factors is absent, altogether with a systematic acknowledgement 
of the factors affecting the degree of professionalization. In consequence, 
this paper inheres two primary goals. The first is to systematize the existing 
knowledge on the research of professionalization of campaigns and on the 
basis of already published empirical and theoretical studies to identify the 
factors that can contribute to professionalization, including the way of their 
operationalization. The second subsequent goal is to uncover the processes 
that take place within political parties in response to external and internal 
impulses and to introduce the first proposal of a comprehensive causal 
mechanism for the professionalization of electoral campaigns.

Both primary goals are addressed in the following research questions:
• What factors contribute to the professionalization of campaigns? 
• What processes occur in response to external and internal impulses 

within political parties? 

Answering the questions determined above enable presentation of a 
comprehensive causal mechanism for professionalization of campaigns, 
that is based on the logic of the process-tracing method and is exceptionally 
proper for qualitative studies. The process-tracing method was chosen 
deliberately, as it represents a specific approach to one case studies or 
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studies with a small number of N. Primary focus of this method is therefore 
on causal conditions, settings and mechanisms that allow the emergence of 
certain outputs (Blatter, Haverland, 2014). In a process-tracing, causality is 
perceived through mechanisms, i.e. some systems that change causal forces 
from causes to consequences. 

The hypothetic causal mechanism presented herein defines not only 
environmental factors that affect the position of the parties in the political 
market. Nevertheless, it also specifies the nature of the internal and external 
shocks, to which political parties are exposed and the processes that arise 
from their interaction. Subsequently, paper also lists the conditions that can 
affect the resulting degree of professionalization of campaigns. Compared 
to the Gibson and Römmele or Tenscher and Mykkänen, a strong influence 
of party discipline and market orientation of the party on the final form of 
professionalization of campaigns is assumed.

With the aim of fulfilling the goals above, the introductory part of the article 
offers conceptualisation and definition of the concept of professionalization, 
including an introduction and comparison of all previously published 
methods for measuring the degree of professionalization of authors Gibson, 
Römmele (2009), Strömbäck (2009), Tenscher and Mykkänen (2014) and 
Restrepo-Echavarría, Rodríguez-Díaz, Castromil (2018). Subsequently, a 
causal mechanism based on the process tracing method is designed. This 
enables to reveal the processes that occur just  when the cause(s) lead to 
the observed result. The initial part of the causal mechanism is defined 
here as the external conditions of the environment, the effect of which on 
the functioning of political parties is long lasting. These relate to changes 
in the behaviour of the electorate and their relationship to political 
parties – de-ideologisation and modernization of society, both reflected in 
particular in a declining turnout, declining party identification, increasing 
electoral volatility, and declining interest in political party membership. 
Consequently, this part defines the nature of the external shock, i.e. whether 
the environmental conditions in relation to the given political party are 
manifested in a positive or negative direction (electoral gain or electoral 
loss). In the event of an electoral loss, we later expect the onset of an internal 
shock in the form of a change of leader. This assumption is based on strong 
influence of personalization on today’s politics. This is followed by the 
causal mechanism concerning the party’s primary goal, which apparently 
changes when the party is exposed to an external and/or internal shock. If 
a party decides to change its primary goal, further internal processes could 
be expected in the form of organizational changes. We also include “scope 
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conditions” in the causal mechanism. These are the variables, which enter it 
without determining their relationship to the other parts. This means, that 
they do not necessarily need to be directly linked to them, but we believe 
that they might have an effect upon the resulting level of professionalization 
of campaigns. These are the size of the budget, market orientation and party 
discipline. All parts of the causal mechanism are properly conceptualized 
in the text presented. Conceptualization is followed by the phase of 
operationalization, which in the case of process tracing acquires form of a 
“map of evidence”. In other words, we originally propose a specific practical 
application and method of testing the causal mechanism, including the 
measurement of the evidence.

1 PROFESSIONALIZATION OF POLITICAL CAMPAIGNS AND ITS 
MEASUREMENT

The process of political professionalization has been an integral part of 
the research on electoral campaigns and political communication for the 
last three decades (e.g. Norris, 2000; Mancini, 1999; Denver, Hands, Fisher, 
MacAllister, 2003; and others). With this umbrella term, the authors attempt 
to frame all transfigurations of political parties throughout history, regardless 
of whether these have been instigated by changes in the behaviour of the 
electorate, the media environment or technological progress. Lilleker and 
Negrine point out that the concept of professionalization has become a norm 
in describing the development of political campaigns and communication 
and, ultimately, a catch-all phrase (Lilleker, Negrine, 2002). With various 
campaigns developing differently depending on the geographical, temporary 
and political context, any definition of professionalization aiming at covering 
all these attributes will unavoidably end up too broad and confusing. This 
is an example of a phenomenon to which Sartori refers as conceptual 
stretching (Sartori, 1970).

A clear conceptualization and definition of professionalisation is a 
prerequisite of operationalisation and measurement. Such definition of the 
professionalization of electoral campaigns may not be presented unless 
set within the broader context of the professionalization of politics, itself 
drawing along two basic lines: the transformations of election campaign and 
the changes in decision-making as such (Farrell, 1996). Every organisation 
at any given time needs professionals to survive. At a time when, especially 
due to external conditions, the mass parties were transformed into electoral-
professional parties, the nature of the experts required for party management 
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also changed. While the party bureaucrat was an integral part of the party’s 
hierarchy in the past, with his or her job consisting of administration, one 
who could hardly find employment outside of politics, the modus operandi 
of a modern professional in a political party is completely different today. 
“The professional-electoral party has a weak organisational structure in 
which the contribution of the traditional bureaucrats is limited relative to that 
of external professionals endowed with specific technical skills not belonging 
exclusively to the political sphere. (…) The essence of the party now tends to 
shift from activists to voters; a large part of its activity revolves around the 
need to know who the potential voters are in order to reach them and attract 
their support” (Mancini, 1999, p. 233).

Strömbäck presents a similar definition of professionalization: 
“professionalization is ultimately about expertise and the use of specialised 
expertise in campaign-related activities“ (Strömbäck, 2007, p. 53). The 
author thus avoids focusing on specific system variables beyond the reach 
of the campaign’s influence, developing the original minimal definition so 
that it can be operationalised and enabled for comparative research.

The first researchers to suggest the concept of the operationalisation 
of campaigns are Gibson and Römmele, introducing in 2009 the additive 
index that reflected the areas where changes were most evident, so-called 
CAMPROF index. (Gibson, Römmele, 2009). The indicators are divided into 
two basic categories: the objectively (e.g. use of direct mail, telemarketing, 
internal communication system), and the subjectively (use of polls, computer 
databases, PR consultants) measurable, with the resulting value of the index 
within the range of 0-30. Jens Strömbäck later modified the original Gibson 
and Römmele index, drawing on empirical observations of the process of 
professionalization of Swedish political parties. In contrast to the original 
method, his modified version of the index does not include the indicator of 
the existence and parameters of internal communication tools (Strömbäck, 
2009). However, the internal communication is proving to be an important 
element of modern campaigns in both theoretical and empirically verified 
studies. In addition, it is closely linked to another important indicator, 
which is the nature of the internal structure of the organisation; the latter 
was included by Strömbäck in his version of index (modified CAMPROF). 
Strömbäck adds the indicator of the frequency of working with focus 
groups and the indicator of the extent and the frequency of reflecting upon 
the strengths and the weaknesses of the organisation itself. Through such 
endeavours, the parties can take the necessary steps to shield from/ to 
prepare for possible attacks from opponents and come up with appropriate 
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crisis communication strategies in advance (Strömbäck, 2009). The authors 
claim that just this element is growing in importance during the time of 
permanent campaigns and the constantly changing media environment.

Although CAMPROF is no deniable as a reasonable degree of applicability 
to different types of parties and political systems, may not be perceived the 
only tool available for measuring professionalism. Tenscher and Mykkänen 
offer an alternative index that focuses not only on campaign structures (as 
CAMPROF does) but also on strategies (see Table 1). It attempts to reflect 
on the nature of changes in the management of campaigns with respect 
to organisation, but also the strategy. The authors argue that the index, 
compared to CAMPROF, allows for comparison across countries, time 
periods and types of elections. The common denominator with the CAMPROF 
index is the incorporation of both indexes into a model focused on political 
parties. Tenscher and Mykkännen also agree that the primary actors in the 
process of the professionalization of campaigns are not changes per se but 
political parties and their capacity to adapt to internal and external change 
(Tenscher, Mykkänen, 2014, p. 28). Although the original party-centred 
model for measuring the professionalization of campaigns was designed 
for the context of national elections, Tenscher and Mykkänen apply it in 
their comparative study on both national and second-order elections. The 
Tenscher - Mykkänen index is additive and two-dimensional, consisting of 
two sub-indexes: campaign structure and campaign strategy. Based on their 
own empirical study, the authors prove the validity of such a division. While 
structures were affected by professionalization in the period under review, 
strategies were not. The party-centred model also had a lower explanatory 
power for strategies than for structures.

The authors Restrepo-Echavarría, Rodriguez-Díaz and Castromil in 
2018 published the latest theoretical study in the field so far, presenting 
a completely different way of operationalising the professionalization of 
campaigns. Although they do not mention at all the Tenscher - Mykkänen 
method, their index is also two-dimensional: this is, however, where all the 
similarity ends. The INPROCOT index, as the researchers call it, consists 
of organisational (13 indicators) and a communication (14 indicators) 
dimension. Theoretically, the individual indicators are based on the works 
by Plasser, Mancini, Römmel and Gibson.  The absence of any mention of 
the Tenscher - Mykkänen method is non-standard and may be a sign of 
insufficient research on the part of the collective. Logic of this model applied 
to evaluation of the degree of professionalization is based on the frequencies 
of individual activities. The variables are not dichotomous but take values 
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from 0 (zero or low frequency) to 2 (high frequency) depending on the 
frequency of occurrence. The trichotomic nature of the indicators amounts 
to a universal and clear way of operationalisation. Resulting values range 
from <0.5 (low level of professionalism) to ≥2 (high level of professionalism) 
(Restrepo-Echavarría, Rodríguez-Díaz, Castromil, 2018). A significant 
advantage of the INPROCOT index, comparing to all previously published 
tools, is the inclusion of the latest trends in campaign management. The 
problem of the index lies, however, with a significant underestimation of 
the role of volunteers, as the INPROCOT index attributes a higher value to 
campaigns that fully rely on the work of contractual employees. 

Table 1: An Overview of Existing Indexes of Professionalization of Political 
Campaigns
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dichotomous

Source: Gibson, Römmele, 2001, 2009; Strömbäck, 2009; Tenscher, Mykkännen,  2014; 
Restrepo-Echavarría, Rodriguez-Díaz, Castromil, 2018.

2 CAUSAL MECHANISM OF PROFESSIONALIZATION OF POLITICAL 
CAMPAIGNS

The previous chapter briefly summarised the key indexes of campaign’s 
political professionalization published so far. Nevertheless, a comprehensive 
conceptual framework covering the research made on professionalization of 
campaigns is still absent. Studies on the professionalization of campaigns over 
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the years have identified a number of variables that may play a role. Yet, a causal 
mechanism that would comprehensively describe the process is still non-existent. 
Here, a causal mechanism is understood as a complex system that provides 
conclusions based on the interaction of a number of its parts (Glennan, 1996, p. 
52). In social sciences, the main method that allows a study/tracking of the causal 
mechanisms is the process tracing, more precisely - the theory testing process 
tracing, a term coined by D. Beach and R. B. Pedersen. It is based on deducing 
theory from existing literature and subsequent testing of whether the evidence 
proves the presence of each part of the hypothetical causal chain. This allows us 
to draw conclusions as to whether the mechanism worked as expected in a given 
case and whether it was present as a whole. Analogy of the so-called black box 
can also be used to understand the causal mechanism. A large number of studies 
evaluating the effect of cause on consequence focus on demonstrating whether 
the activities have taken place (= A) and seek to verify (and, if possible, measure 
the value) the expected outcome (= B). However, they do not disclose anything 
about why and how A led to B. Thus, the method represents an imaginary black 
box that remains closed. However, the processtracing opens a metaphorical black 
box and identifies a causal mechanism inside (Punton, Welle, 2015, p. 3). The 
defining feature of process tracing is the unpacking of the causal mechanism into 
individual parts, which are then traced through an in-depth case study. Compared 
to other methods, the process tracing differs in the types of judgments made 
and goes beyond the research of correlations between variables: it attempts to 
trace the theoretical causal mechanisms that connect the variables. It cannot 
be stated, however, that the assumed mechanism is the only cause behind the 
result. Nevertheless, the study of causal mechanisms through the process-tracing 
method allows a researcher to design strong conclusions about causal processes. 
For this reason, it is a common and invaluable method in social sciences (Beach, 
Pedersen, 2011).

The present study operates with a comprehensive causal mechanism firmly 
anchored in current theories on the transformation processes of political 
parties. Along with the operationalisation of measuring the degree of the 
professionalization of electoral campaigns, Gibson and Römmele also introduced 
a causal model of the professionalization of campaigns. It was developed on the 
assumption that political parties themselves play a major role in the process of the 
professionalization, a considerably more important role than previously assumed. 
By way of explanation, when studying the process of professionalization, specific 
party variables need to be considered, not just the changes taking place at the 
system level (Gibson, Römmele, 2001) The authors drew on the integrated theory 
of party change by Harmel and Janda (1994), based on three basic presumptions:
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• Each party has a primary goal;
• The most crucial transformations are instigated exclusively by 

external shock;
• External shock is an outer stimulus with an impact on the primary 

goal of the party. 

In line with the ideas of Gibson and Römmel, the research presented here 
acknowledges the goals of a party as one of the conditions that account for 
the changes within political parties. Furthermore, our research also agrees 
with Panebianco who describes political parties as inherently conservative 
institutions that do not change just for the sake of change. Although 
internal processes are directly responsible for change, they are instigated 
by external stimuli. The most fundamental changes thus result only from 
external shock (external stimulus), which effects the party’s primary goals 
and internal processes. The process of professionalization of campaigns 
has its origins (according to the causal mechanism presented in this study) 
in profound social changes, which were reflected in de-ideologisation and 
modernization of society, mirrored then in particular in declining turnout, 
declining party identification, increasing electoral volatility, and declining 
interest in political party membership (Rahat, Kenig, 2018, p. 18). These 
items are collectively referred to in the causal mechanism as environmental 
factors and their effect on the professionalization of campaigns is long-
term. In addition to the mentioned indicators of environmental change, 
we also include a decrease in support for traditional parties, which is also 
mentioned in a number of studies (e.g. Bértoa, Rama, 2020). These changes 
affect the form of the external shock to which the political party in question 
is exposed. For example, if it is a subject typologically belonging to the 
traditional parties, strongly affected by the high volatility of their electorate, 
and conversely by weak party identification, the external shock is likely to 
be the electoral defeat. 

If this pattern of changes to the campaigns is applied, according to 
Harrop, new marketing techniques are most often adopted after severe 
electoral defeats, that is as a result of a strong external shock (Harrop, 1990). 
Gibson and Römmel came up with the hypothesis that new techniques are 
more likely to be adopted in the campaigns of parties with the primary 
goal of maximising the votes. In addition, they defined three organisational 
features of a party that affect the degree of professionalization. They were 
resources, internal structure, and ideology. According to the authors, parties 
with larger resources will be able to apply a full range of tools associated 
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with the marketing approach. Entities with a clearly defined party hierarchy 
find it easier to implement the extensive structural and cultural changes 
required by professionalization. Finally yet importantly, right-wing parties 
are more likely to follow marketing principles and hire external agencies, 
as these are the actions completely consistent with their ideology. The last 
presupposition is also mentioned by Kavanagh (1996), Scammell (1995) 
and Lisi (2013). In contrast, an empirical research conducted on German 
and Swedish parties did not support the hypothesis. (Strömbäck, 2009) For 
this reason, the present study does not consider the role of ideology in the 
professionalization of campaigns. 

The very premise that parties following marketing principles are more 
likely to be more professional in preparing and running a campaign appears 
logical. However, marketing principles are not necessarily linked only 
to right-wing parties. Therefore, instead of the condition of ideology, we 
originally propose to include the scope condition of market orientation of the 
party as defined by Lees – Marshment (2001). Moreover, campaign research 
has been conducted through the marketing framework since the 1970s, 
but Farrell and Bowler later, in their 1992 study Electoral Strategies and 
Policital Marketing, acknowledge the limits of the purely marketing concept 
of campaign professionalization. In their view, “marketing models can be a 
tool to describe a particular type of activity, but it is not clear that they would 
help us understand ongoing processes or provide a theoretical framework for 
evaluating campaigns.” (Bowler,Farrell, 1992). That is a reason for including 
market orientation into scope conditions in our research. Remaining 
organizational feature defined by Gibson and Römmel “extensive budget” 
was also included into scope conditions alongside with the party discipline 
as a factor which, in addition to the formal setting of the organizational 
structure, can contribute to the degree of professionalization. Only if all 
levels of the party and their actors understand the goals of the campaign 
and respect these goals and guidelines, we can speak of a professionally led 
organization (campaign). 

Given the fact that since the 1960s and even earlier, politics has been 
strongly affected by the expansion of the mass media, the role of personalities 
is gaining in importance: in the event of an external shock in the form of an 
electoral defeat, the internal reaction of the party will probably be the change 
on the dominant fraction leader. External shock in any form, including such 
a change in party leadership, eventually affects the party’s primary goal. If a 
party wins a larger share of seats than in the previous election, for example, 
its primary goal is likely to maintain the growing trend in the upcoming 
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elections. In response to the change in the primary goal, changes in the 
organisational structure of the party are extremely likely. These changes can 
manifest themselves at various levels, whether in greater centralisation and 
streamlining of decision-making processes or the creation and development 
of the party’s professional background.

Scheme 1: Proposal of Causal Mechanism of the Professionalization of 
Electoral Campaigns 

Source: Author

One of the positive attributes of this causal mechanism is its applicability 
for research of the professionalization of electoral campaigns in various types 
of political systems. However, since it is based on the theories of authors who 
focused mainly on the realities of Western European democracies or the USA, 
it is necessary to be extraordinary scrupulous when applying it to the cases 
as the post-communist countries. For example, environmental factors may 
enter into the mechanism more significantly in developed countries with 
uninterrupted democratic experience than in the post-communist countries. 
Nevertheless, they are also already manifested in these states (see more 
Fagan, Kopecký 2018; Linek, Pecháček 2005). The causal mechanism can 
also be verified in the countries with different electoral systems. Although 
political parties are likely to have different primary objectives in majority 
or proportional systems, the causal mechanism does not define their form. 
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We are interested in how the primary goal could have changed depending 
on the external and, eventually, also internal shock. A similar argument 
can be applied for a change identified in organizational structure. Political 
parties in Europe usually are more rigid in their organizational structure 
than comparing, for example, to the US parties. Again, however, in the causal 
mechanism, a predetermined idea of   organizational structure is not applied 
here, but this article is rather to examine how it has changed as a result of 
processes.

2.1 Operationalization of the Evidence

If using the process tracing method, after the initial phase of 
conceptualization the phase of operationalization occurs, and then it is 
necessary to clearly determine the type of evidence, because when present in 
the case, it indicates the presence of the presumed causal mechanism. “If we 
can claim that the actual evidence found or not found for each of the parts of the 
mechanism matched what our propositions about evidence were, and we can 
trust it, we can then infer that the hypothesized causal mechanism is present in 
the case on the basis of Bayesian logic“ (Beach, Pedersen 2016,p. 324). 

2.1.1 Environmental Factors

Research on party identification has its origins in the 1950s due to the 
work of Argus Campbell, who, with his colleagues, looked for variables that 
influenced the formation of opinions and decisions of voters during elections. 
At that time, the research team found that people often voted because of 
their long-established family traditions as well as the based on the decisions 
they had made in previous elections. The information is based on the theory 
of social identity, which likens these party ties to the socio-economic ties. 
However, a different finding from Campbell’s research is essential for the 
operationalization of party identification. He managed to prove a significant 
difference in the connection to the party and the electoral preference. This 
means that people with a certain party ties (or identification) can vote for 
candidates from different political parties. This conceptual independence 
brings additional meaning to the party identification, and every election 
survey today includes some form of inquiry into the party identification 
(Dalton, 2016). For example, for comparative studies, it is possible to choose 
the form of questioning from the Comparative Study of Electoral Systems 
(CSES) model to measure the degree of party identification. 
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Another environmental factor that affects the functioning of political 
parties is the increase in electoral volatility, i.e. an aggregate indicator of 
the consistency and stability of electoral behaviour. In order to measure 
volatility at the aggregate level, the Pedersen index is applied. However, 
Peter Mair is of the opinion that this aggregate calculation may strongly 
underestimate the true level of vote transfer (Mair, 2013). On the one hand, 
there is a volatility, which occurs when voters move between the existing 
parties, and this type of volatility does not necessarily lead to significant 
instability of the political system (within system volatility). On the other 
hand, there is a volatility caused by the new parties entering into the system 
or, conversely, by the old parties disappearing from the system. Volatility 
of this kind may cause an increased instability (extra system volatility) 
(Mainwaring, Gervasoni, España-Najera, 2017). Therefore, in addition to the 
Pedersen index, we originally recommend measuring the level of in- system 
and extra- system volatility as well. 

The third set of environmental factors is the decline in electoral support 
for traditional parties. However, from the very beginning there is a problem 
with the very definition of a traditional party. There is no clear definition 
of the term in the literature. One option is to determine the type of party 
(traditional vs. new) based on its age. The method in question is, however, 
quite problematic, because in the many party systems there are parties tracked 
back to the 19th century, but also parties that emerged in 21st century - in both 
cases these subjects (themselves) identify as traditional. I believe then, a more 
appropriate way is to define a traditional party according to its ideological 
and program positions. For new political parties (e.g. cyber parties, populists) 
they may manifest a significant departure from traditional political ideologies 
reflected in their rejection of the politics based on the right-left cleavages. 

The decline in interest in membership in political parties is another 
strong manifestation of the stronger alienation of the public from political 
parties. Decades ago, they could still rely on mass membership, which 
formed the basis of their legitimacy. In addition, members provided their 
political parties with much-needed financial and human resources (Rahat, 
Kenig, 2018, p. 19). Transformation of the character of the parties reflected 
on their need to strive for a more mass membership base. “As the parties 
began to appeal to the electorate as a whole, instead of trying to represent a 
specific class or social group, their strategies became increasingly aggressive. 
Their goal was simply to persuade voters rather than mobilize party members” 
(Biezen van, Poguntke, 2014, p. 205). The focus was on the total set of 
voters, not the loyal followers. However, this pushed on the political parties 
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even more at risk of voter volatility. The operationalization of the degree of 
partisanship is relatively simple and expressed by the reported numbers 
of members of parliamentary political parties. In the case of a comparative 
study, the essential information is whether there has been a decrease or an 
increase in the membership.

The last environmental factor mentioned in the causal mechanism of 
professionalization of campaigns is the decline in voter turnout. “Although 
the voter population is growing globally, as is the number of countries in 
which elections take place, the global average turnout has fallen sharply 
since the 1990s” (Solijonov, 2016, p. 24). The variables that affect citizens’ 
willingness to vote are economic, political as well as institutional in nature. 
However, especially for the purposes of the present study, one specific 
factor is relatively crucial. It is the ability or inability of political parties 
and candidates to mobilize their constituents through electoral campaigns. 
According to recent studies (e.g. Gerber, Green, 2000 or Goldstein, Ridout, 
2002), the decline in turnout can be explained by the lower efficiency 
of political mobilization. The character and quality of contacts have a 
specific influence. Especially in the days of mass parties, which were firmly 
entrenched in the social structure of society, the leading ambassadors of the 
party were its members, who naturally addressed their family members, 
acquaintances and neighbours. With the expansion of marketing thinking 
and methods (e.g. phone banking and hostesses or another type of trained 
externally hired employee), whose work on voters has a completely 
different character, began. However, the relationship between electoral 
campaigns and turnout is of a two-way character, essentially cyclical. Lower 
voter mobilization efficiency may lead to lower turnout, which again forces 
political parties to invest more in the professionalization of the election 
campaign with a view to better election results.

2.1.2 Internal and External Shocks

The operationalisation of external and internal shocks is likewise relatively 
clear. When the party in question loses against the previous elections, such 
party can speak of an electoral defeat and vice versa. The only problematic 
aspect is defining the type of reference elections: specifically, the results 
of which elections are to be compared. Should there be two consecutive 
elections of different orders or elections of the same significance? The 
present study chooses the first of the two possible paths. Although the 
degree of professionalization of campaigns is likely to vary across elections 
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of a different order (first-order/ second-order elections), the result of any 
election may be the trigger for change. At a time, for example, when a party 
is losing both local and European elections (both perceived as second-order 
elections), it will most likely not wait for the outcome of parliamentary 
elections and thus put itself at risk of copying the malevolent trend of the 
previous elections.

2.1.3 Primary goal and Organisational Structure

A more complicated issue arises when it comes to evaluating the changes 
in the primary goal. At first, political parties are rarely open towards the public 
about their genuine goals. They often make, however, public proclamations 
about their intentions to become a new leading force in the political market 
or, for example, a new leader of the opposition. The evaluation of this part of 
the causal mechanism is to largely rely on the researcher’s original judgment 
based on a wide range of available data (public appearances of party 
representatives, internal documents, interviews with leaders, etc.) A similar 
degree of subjectivity is required to evaluate changes in the organisational 
structure: these, in their turn, should be manifested in a greater emphasis 
on clarifying individual roles within a party, streamlining decision-making 
mechanisms and centralisation.

2.1.4 Scope conditions

While the already mentioned concept of the market-oriented party 
(developed according to the Lees-Marshment model) can be used 
to operationalize market orientation (see Lees-Marhsment, 2001), 
measuring the degree of internal party discipline is again influenced by the 
researcher’s subjective assessment based on available data (e.g. internal 
party documents, statutes, interviews with party representatives at all 
levels). On the contrary, valuing an extensive budget is relatively easy and 
can be achieved by comparing budgets of the same party in the successive 
elections. However, with regard to the practice of political parties, it is 
appropriate to compare elections of the same nature, as parties usually 
invest more in first-order elections.

The following argument road map (as used e.g. by Beach and Pedersenem, 
2016) describes both the form of the presumed causal relationship, the 
level of trust in it, but also the form of evidence that supports or refutes the 
original assumptions.
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Table 2: Argument Road Map Presented In This Study

Causal relationship
Conditions of the environment lead to external 

and internal shocks, and these ultimately 
through organizational changes lead to the 

professionalization of campaigns

Degree of confidence in the 
causal mechanism

A low – existing research focuses primarily 
on outputs and partly on causes of 

professionalization. However, has not defined a 
mechanism between them.

Assumptions Type of evidence
Declining party 
identification Surveys (e.g. CSES)

Increase in electoral 
volatility

The Pedersen index, within system and extra 
system volatility

Decline in electoral support 
for traditional parties Election results, polls

Decline in interest in 
membership in political 

parties
Data on the number of members of political 

parties

Decline in voter turnout Data about voter turnout
External shock – electoral 

losses/gain Polls, election results

Internal shock – change 
of the leader in dominant 

fraction

Less support from party members in defending 
the mandate of the party leader (eg. at a party 
congress) or resignation of the leader. Public 

criticism by party colleagues.

Change of the party goal Party internal materials or public statements by 
party representatives.

Change of organizational 
structure Party internal materials (eg. party statutes)

High (higher) 
degree of campaign 
professionalization

Index of professionalization 

Market orientation As defined by J. Lees – Marshment (2001)

Party discipline Party internal materials, public appearances of 
party representatives

Extensive budget Official party financial reports

Source: Author
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CONCLUSION

The aim of the article was to introduce a proposal for a conceptual framework 
for research into the professionalization of electoral campaigns. This article 
responds to the absence of a deeper knowledge of the factors that lead to 
relatively complex processes within political parties, the result of which is 
the professionalization of electoral campaigns. The conceptual framework is 
presented in the form of causal mechanism, which helps answering in some detail 
the question of what happens at the moment when the considered individual 
variables interact with each other. 

Comprehensive causal mechanism is firmly anchored in the current theories on 
the transformation processes of political parties, specifically the integrated theory 
of party change as defined by Harmel and Janda (1994). This theory is based on 
three presumptions. Firstly, each political party has a primary goal. Secondly, the 
most crucial transformations are instigated exclusively by external shock, and 
finally, external shock is an outer stimulus with an impact on the primary goal of 
the party. Gibson and Römmel (2009) further apply the integrated theory of party 
change to the professionalization of campaigns and come up with a hypothesis 
that assumes a higher probability of adopting new techniques in campaigns for 
parties whose primary goal is to maximize their votes. In addition, they define three 
organizational features of the parties that affect the degree of professionalization 
- resources, internal structure, and ideology. However, as we argue in the text, 
so far there has been a lack of understanding of what party processes take place 
in the interaction of external and internal shocks and what specific forms these 
shocks may take. According to our hypothetic causal mechanism, the process 
of professionalization of campaigns has its origins in social changes, which are 
reflected in particular in declining voter turnout, declining party identification, 
increasing electoral volatility, and decrease in support for traditional parties and 
declining interest in political party membership. In the causal mechanism these 
items are collectively referred to as environmental factors, which, according to 
the assumption originally presented herein, may lead to an external shock in the 
form of electoral loss or gain. 

While both types of external shock subsequently affect the form of the party’s 
primary goal (e.g. in the case of electoral gains, the current opposition party 
focuses on successfully managing its government role), only in electoral defeat 
does the causal mechanism assume internal shock. It takes the form of changes 
of the leader in the dominant faction within the party, or the whole party. This 
assumption is based on the reality of personalization of politics and campaigns, 
where it is the party leader who is responsible not only for the electoral campaign, 
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but also bears political responsibility for the electoral successes or failures of the 
party. When a party changes its primary goal, dependent organizational changes 
can be expected. For example, if a party is gaining in popularity and external 
shocks are of electoral gains or an increase in electoral preferences, then a political 
entity can be expected to invest in developing its team of experts in preparation 
for taking over the government positions. It is also possible that the management 
will try to centralize decision-making processes so that the party as a whole 
will appear before the voters in a unified and actionable way. Organizational 
changes, such as the mentioned centralization or hiring of external professionals, 
are de facto signs of efforts to further professionalization of a given political 
party functioning, especially its campaign. The causal mechanism also contains 
so called scope conditions that can contribute to the level of professionalization 
of campaigns. In contrast to previously published texts by Gibson and Römmele 
(2009) or Tenscher and Mykkänen (2014), which attributed a significant 
influence to the volume of funds invested in the organization of the campaign and 
its ideology, this article considers the level of its internal party discipline to be 
important factor as well. A formal organizational setting alone is not enough for a 
higher degree of professionalization. Therefore, it is essential in each case that we 
examine to document empirically the state of party discipline through individual 
evidence. For the evidentiary process, this article introduces the author´s original 
“argument road map”, in which both concrete and operationalized assumptions 
are defined altogether with the type of evidence any researcher should look for.

Unlike Gibson and Römmele or Tenscher and Mykkänen, the author of this 
article does not assume the influence of ideology on professionalization. The 
change in the environmental conditions in which the parties operate today, and 
those defined above, affects political parties and their tendency to professionalize, 
regardless of their ideology. However, what can positively affect the degree of 
professionalization of campaigns is the party’s approach to the application of 
marketing principles. In other words, whether the party is market-oriented, as 
defined by Lees-Marshment (2001).

In conclusion, it is worth mentioning that, becasue the existing research 
focuses primarily on outputs and partly on causes of professionalization and has 
not defined a mechanism between them, the initial level of confidence in the 
validity of the proposed causal mechanism is intentionally set low. The level of 
confidence, however, can be increased by future comparative studies, in which 
researchers will be able to gather quality evidence supporting or, conversely, 
refuting individual parts of the causal mechanism. Based on them, the causal 
mechanism can then be modified to correspond to the empirical results. 
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